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weaver really independent or essentially better than a But the
wage-earner. :Jr The domestic system was a system of v
capitalist employers, and the typical workpeople were in
every essential respect related to these employers in the
same way as after the factory made its appearance/"1 And
industrial strife was common: the cotton merchant was
widely separated in wealth and social position from the
small weaver or spinner; opposition to the overcrowding
of the industry with apprentices and to sharp practices of
the master and embezzlement on the part of the worker was
frequent.
Yet the growth of the industry had commenced by the The in-.
.       .	^	J	J	dustry is
beginning of the eighteenth century. By 1730 over 1,540,000 growing.
Ib. and by 1764 over 3,870,000 lb.2 of cotton-wool were
imported. Cotton goods were sold to the London market
and exported to the West Indies, America, Italy, Germany,
Turkey and China. The Dutch loom was introduced into
Lancashire after the Restoration, the Sprigg loom was
introduced about 1723, and the swivel loom about 1750.
In 1733 John Kay invented the fly shuttle, which made Kay's fly
weaving easier and quicker and allowed one man to tend improves
a loom.    It was not, however, widely used in the cotton weavmg-
industry  until   the  fifties.    Kay  took   out   a  patent   for
operating looms by water about  1745, but this was not
followed until about 1760.    In 1738 Paul invented spinning
by rollers and  established  cotton spinning mills  in  the
Midlands, but these lasted only a few years.    In 1748 he
patented a carding-machine, but this was  not  used  by
cotton manufacturers until after 1760.
The use of the fly shuttle made it possible for the weaver Spinning
to weave cloth more quickly than the spinner could provide by
yarn for his use.    To meet the demand for increased sup-
plies of yarn, in 1770 Hargreaves, a weaver of Blackburn,  C1) Har;
patented the spinning jenny, on which he had experimented jenny,
from 1764-67.    This allowed eight, and later as many as
100 or even 208 spindles,3 to be worked from a single wheel.
1 Daniels, op. cit.t p. 54.	2 Ibid., p. 3*4,
3 See Econ. Hist., vol. ii., No. 5   (January,   1930),  Crompton's
Census of the Cotton Indust. in 1811 (G. W. Daniels).

